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a  t r i B u t e  to
Brother thomas

 With the four alchemical elements of earth, Water, air and Fire, Brother thomas formed 

his porcelain vessels and chargers, then glazed them with salts of copper or iron 

suspended in crystalline silica. this marriage of materials forms as permanent or 

lasting of a bond as is in any art form. all fired ceramics arrest the moment of making and 

resist deterioration induced by time. Permanence is part of the wonder of the potter’s art , no 

matter what the objective of the potter might be. like all who work with clay, Brother thomas 

made works that contain mysteries, memories, discoveries and intentions. his creations were 

formed for the spirit’s birth while searching for the beautiful. they were meant to be shared 

and contemplated, and therefore, seeking the sublime is the perfect manner in which to honor 

Bezanson and provide these experiences to individuals on a wide-scale.

a l l  W o r k s  a r e  P o r C e l a i n .

— Vase Form —
textured White and iron Yellow Glaze

8.75 x 9.25 x 9.25"
th437B
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 While Brother thomas is now gone, his living presence continues through individuals who 

encounter his works. those who personally knew Brother thomas found his quiet presence, 

humility, and subtle wit a joy to experience. For example, when asked by his mother what he did 

for work , he responded by explaining that he made “crockery.” this self-deprecation both reflected 

his natural modesty and humor, for he did not make utilitarian or functional pottery. in reality, the 

only functional use of work by thomas was that of contemplation—or a search for beauty and 

revelation of the inner spirit he expressed and shared with viewers. today, by extension, his creative 

gifting helps to support and encourage modern day emerging artists in their pursuits through his 

purchased works, seen through the efforts and resources of the Boston Foundation.

— Large Square Decorative Plate —
kairagi Glaze
2.75 x 18 x 17.5"

th1988B
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 While technical knowledge is abundantly clear to those who witness the good Brother’s 

skillful throwing, glazing and firing, this was but the start of his intentions. Completion came 

when he was able to share his message with others—a mutual recognition of the beautiful. 

those who saw beyond the vessel and understood the artist’s vision somehow acquired his spirit 

as their own. his goal was to share this discovery of beauty, to seek the sublime. however, this goal 

required the display of his art , and Brother thomas lived the cloistered life of a Benedictine monk 

who made pottery in a Vermont Monastery—the Weston Priory. the first major public display of 

his art came about in 1980 through the efforts of artist and connoisseur, Donald o. reichert , 

then Curator of the George Walter Vincent smith Museum in springfield, Massachusetts. 

Donald had already collected works by Brother thomas, eight of which were subsequently 

bequeathed to the Museum of Fine arts, Boston, where i was the Curator of the Department of 

american Decorative arts and sculpture. 

— Rectangular Vase —
kairagi Glaze

17.75 x 16.75 x 7"
th2097B
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 two years before this gift was made, reichert introduced my wife and me to edith W. and 

Frederick Bloom of our town, who were important collectors of works by Brother thomas. they 

arranged for a party for us in their home to meet Brother thomas, while making a presentation 

of a magnificent vase—made by thomas in 1980—that they had just acquired and intended to 

donate to the Museum of Fine arts, which they did in 1981. it was a 14” tall copper red vessel with 

a classic body and flawlessly thrown. it had a flaring flat rim and rich red glaze that recalls in form, 

color and spiritual sensibility the ceramics made a thousand years ago by song Dynasty Chinese 

potters. 1  about 20 works by Brother thomas came to the Museum following this acquisition. in 

1984, Mary Quinn, a department assistant , made a visit to see a Brother thomas exhibition at 

Pucker safrai Gallery on newbury street . she returned to report that she was most moved by a 

vase entitled “Wintermoon.” it had a silver pearl-white glaze and bore a disk-shaped, dark moon 

silhouette on its shoulder. Within months of her report , Mary Quinn passed away, overcome 

with cancer. in 1984, staff and friends were understandably moved to purchase for the Museum 

“Wintermoon” in memory of Mary and her response to an inspiring vessel. the completion of 

a work of art , as explained by Brother thomas, comes about when the artist can share his or 

her message with others. in this case, recognition of the beautiful and to know it as her own 

completed the work . “to see beyond the work is the essence of every great work of art .”2

1  Jonathan Fairbanks, “Brother thomas (thomas Bezanson) (b.1929) no. 45,” in  (Boston: Museum of Fine arts, 1991), 66.

2 Brother thomas, the studio Potter, 14, no. 2 (1986) 62.

— Small Rectangular Vase —
kairagi Glaze

7 x 12 x 3"
th2099
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at the time when Brother thomas began his search for the beautiful, this topic seemed like 

a passé pursuit in the world of avant-garde art . the 18th century critic edmund Burke wrote 

Philosophical enquiry into the origin of our ideas of the sublime and Beautiful (1757), a piece 

which can be compared with William hogarth’s the analysis of Beauty (1753), in which beauty 

was dependent on six principles—one of which was “fitness.” a century later, the american 

sculptor horatio Greenough (1805-1852) would propose that fitness or function leads towards 

the beautiful in nature, as well as design. however, functionalism did not embrace the larger 

— Globular Vase with Cover —
honan tenmoku Glaze

16.25 x 17.75 x 17.75"
th895B
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spiritual dimensions of beauty in the world of Brother thomas. the quest for beauty, like that of 

essential truth, had long been acknowledged and developed by the studio pottery movement. 

seeking the sublime is another iteration of these goals. thomas had no doubt read a Potter’s 

Book (1940) by Bernard leach, and was fully aware of his work in Japan and connections with 

world-famous Japanese potter shoji hamada, who hosted leach in Japan and in 1920 helped him 

found his pottery in st . ives. an exhibition displayed at the British art Center entitled “things of 

Beauty Growing: British studio Pottery” confirmed how central the search for beauty was to the 

artistic globalism of the studio pottery movement led by Bernard leach. 3 

 Perhaps more importantly, Brother thomas had no doubt read Yanagi soetsu’s the unknown 

Craftsman: a Japanese insight into Beauty (1972), which included a Foreword by hamada and 

commentary by Bernard leach. this book is drenched with insights about the beautiful and how 

intuition plays such an essential role for sensing beauty. according to Yanagi, nothing should 

intervene between the viewer and the object , for when this happens a separation takes place 

that restricts the power of intuition. Yanagi writes that he who buys a beautiful object is in reality 

buying himself, and he who looks at a beautiful object is seeing in it his own primordial self. 4

 Pottery vessels have long been compared to the human body/vessel. like human forms, 

pottery embodies formal dimensional structure—controlled, basic symmetry based on centering. 

By contrast , however, the glaze, ornament or texture of the vessel, like human expression, dress 

and gesture, is individualistic—often astonishingly asymmetrical and complex . Brother thomas 

was fully aware of the implications of such contrasts. Form, he thought , benefited from 

independence of a planned match for glaze. Contrasts between the formal or symmetrical and 

informal or asymmetrical abound throughout pottery made by Brother thomas, and are seen in 

full-force in seeking the sublime. these realities are part of the mystery of his spiritual journey, 

which prompted him to create clay shapes of basic geometric forms on which he glazed the 

most varied and dynamic colors imaginable to elevate the excited spirit of the contemplative 

viewer. When i study and hold in my hands a work by Brother thomas i am so awestruck that 

it seems to be actual living substance. it “speaks to me!” add to this the sense of discovering a 

perfect form akin to the most satisfying found in nature. thoughts of crystal water of mountain 

streams cross my mind while i gaze into and through its depth of colored glazes. Yet these are 

but my sensory responses that begin the journey in search of the beautiful led by my good and 

dear late friend, Brother thomas. 

— J o n at h a n  l e o  Fa i r B a n k s  —

senior research associate and Director emeritus, Fuller Craft Museum  

and Fellow, american Crafts Council (hon.)

3  Glenn adamson, Martina Droth, and simon olding, eds., things of Beauty Growing: British studio Pottery (new haven: Yale 
university Press, 2017).

4  soetsu Yanagi, the unknown Craftsman: a Japanese insight into Beauty (new York: kodansha international/ usa, ltd, 1972) 
154-155.
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— Heart-Shaped Vase — 
Copper red Glaze
9.25 x 11.25 x 11.25" 

th2085B

— Vase with Cover — 
honan tenmoku Glaze

12.75 x 13.5 x 13.5" 
th2044B
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— Flask Form Vase — 
ice Crackle with iron and Celadon Glaze

21.75 x 10.25 x 4"
th1061B
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— Vase with Cut Rim —
rose red Copper Glaze

7.5 x 9 x 9" 
th1756B

— Globular Vase —
opalescent Copper red Glaze

8.75 x 9.25 x 9.25"
th2080B
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— Globular Vase — 
Chrysanthemum Copper Glaze

6.5 x 9 x 9"
th1959B

— Large Vase —
Purple and red Glaze

9 x 11.5 x 11.5"
th177B
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— Plate — 
Copper red Glaze

2.5 x 20 x 20"
th1622B 

— Tea Bowl —
rhodonite Mineral Glaze

3.25 x 5.25 x 5.25"
th2060B
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— Plate — 
Copper red and Blue Glaze

1.5 x 11.75 x 11.75"
th2221

— Small Decorative Plate —
saffron iron Yellow Glaze

1.75 x 11.5 x 11.5"
th870B
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— Canteen Form Vase —
iron Yellow Glaze
11.5 x 9.25 x 3.75"

th2150

— Rectangular Vase —
red and White textured Glaze

10.5 x 14.75 x 3.25"
th503B
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— Canteen Form Vase —
Blue and Green Copper Glaze

10 x 8.5 x 3"
th561

— Canteen Form Vase —
honan tenmoku Glaze

10.5 x 8.75 x 4.25"
th1135B
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— Globular Vase —
Black olive and kaki Glazes

10.25 x 11.5 x 11.5"
th158B

— Vase, “Infinity” —
Blue kairagi Glaze

9.5 x 9.75 x 9.75"
th1898B
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— Flask Form Vase —
red and Blue on White Glaze

18.5 x 10 x 4"
th907B

— Tall Narrow Vase —
textured Copper red Glaze

20.25 x 4.5 x 4.5"
th815B
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— Large Vase, Sculpted Form —
honan tenmoku Glaze

4 x 28.25 x .75"
th526B

— Vase —
Copper red Glaze

15.5 x 12 x 12"
th1123B
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— Lidded Jar —
Milk White Glaze with red Medallions

10.75 x 9.5 x 9.5"
th144B

— Vase —
textured turquoise Glaze

9 x 6.25 x 6.25"
th468B
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— Tall Vase —
Burnt orange iron Glaze

21 x 9 x 9"
th498B

— Tall Narrow Vase —
Copper Purple Glaze

15.5 x 4.25 x 4.25"
th440B
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— Decorative Hexagonal Plate —
rose red Glaze

2 x 19.5 x 19.5"
th716B

— Hexagonal Plate —
honan tenmoku Glaze

2 x 19.5 x 19.5"
th674B
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— Jar Form Vase —
tender Green Celadon Glaze

13.5 x 8.5 x 8.5"
th708B

— Vase, Square Canteen Form —
White with iron Yellow Glaze

10 x 8 x 4.25"
th1142B
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— Ovoid Vase —
White Crackle Glaze with Gold-leaf

17.5 x 9.5 x 9.5"
th141
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— Vase —
saffron Yellow iron Glaze

13 x 6.25 x 6.25"
th775B

— Ewer —
kairagi Glaze
11.75 x 5.5 x 3"

th2091B
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— Tea Bowl —
Celadon, Gray Green with iron Wash Glaze

3 x 4.75 x 4.75"
th1566B

— Vase with Cut Rim —
Blue Celadon ice Crackle Glaze

13.5 x 9.25 x 9.25"
th1448B
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— Vase with Cover —
“ashes of roses” Copper Glaze

13.75 x 9 x 9"
th631

— Yunomi Set — 
Celadon lavendar Glaze

3.25 x 3.5 x 3.5" (each)
th1868B
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— Small Plate —
Blue and rose Copper Glaze

1.25 x 10.75 x 10.75"
th249B

— Small Vase —
eggshell Glaze

10 x 4 x 4"
th2114B

— Decorative Plate —
textured Black and Yellow iron Glaze

1 x 10 x 10"
th533B
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— Tea Bowl with Handles —
nightsky Blue Glaze

2.75 x 7 x 5.5"
th2237

— Wheel Vase —
Blue and Purple on opalescent White Glaze

16 x 15.75 x 8"
th985B
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— Tea Bowl —
Blue Celadon Glaze

3 x 5.75 x 5.75"
th1859B

— Tea Bowl —
“Mei hua” Glaze

3 x 5.75 x 5.75"
th1726B

— Vase —
oil spot Glaze

13.5 x 12 x 12"
th628B
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— Tea Bowl —
opal Blue Copper Glaze

3 x 6 x 6"
th1104

— Tea Bowl —
“shino” Glaze

3 x 6 x 6"
th1383B

— Large Vase —
textured iron Yellow Glaze

15.5 x 17 x 17"
th1534
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— Tea Bowl, Square Form —
tessah Glaze

3.5 x 4.75 x 4.75"
th1568B

— Tea Bowl, Square Form —
Brown armenian Bole Glaze

3.5 x 5 x 5"
th1569B

— Vase —
Copper Blue Glaze

14.5 x 7 x 7"
th1171B

— Millennial Egg Vase —
opalescent Copper Glaze

14 x 9.25 x 9.25"
th1272B
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— Vase with Alternate Lid —
honan tenmoku Glaze

17.5 x 15 x 15"
th2165
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ha-MehaDDesh Be-tuVo Be-khol YoM taMiD Ma’asei Verishit

 “With divine goodness, you renew each day continually, the work of Creation.”

— siddur Prayer Book —

Masters taught that the world is always in the process of being created. indeed, Brother thomas 

lived his art in the act of continuing creation, and we have benefitted from his exceptional efforts. 

 nearly four decades ago we were introduced to a “priest who made pots” by Gallery friends 

and clients, edith and Fred Bloom. they had been collecting his work and had introduced it to 

Jonathan Fairbanks, then Curator of american Decorative arts and sculpture at the Museum of 

Fine arts, Boston.

 Jonathan had already encouraged Brother thomas that he was on the “right track”; or as he 

described his journey, “the Path to the Beautiful.”

 little did we know what an immense influence Brother thomas would have on us and our 

Gallery. in the early 1980s, few fine art galleries exhibited ceramics, especially vessel forms. Clay 

and clay vessels were recognized internationally as fine art—especially in Japan, China, korea 

and europe—but less so in north america.  

 under Jonathan’s leadership, ceramics were accepted and “elevated” to a fine art . Brother 

thomas’ work benefited from this acknowledgment, and with Jonathan’s direction, we shared 

thomas’ art with curators around the globe. By thomas’ death in 2007, his work was in more 

than 70 museums worldwide.

 Beyond museum recognition for his remarkable glazes and innovative forms, shines his 

embracing spirit of kindness and his profound belief in the beauty of the soul as meaningful in 

his vessels. all who are open to it can experience the beauty of his work and sense the power of 

how the spirit can be uplifted and nourished. his commitment to his art and the art of the spirit 

has inspired our structure and the direction of our Gallery.  

 We now present ceramics from artists who live and work around the globe, and feel that we 

are in a “pottery heaven!”

 our journey into this world of ceramics has filled our spirit with love and gratitude.

 Brother thomas words “sing” for him and for us… our lives, community, and the universe are 

better because of Brother thomas and his art . 

 We are grateful to Jonathan Fairbanks, now the Director emeritus of the Fuller Craft 

Museum, for his ongoing friendship and support . to anna Markus for her help, her great love of 

Brother thomas’ work , and her specific support of this catalogue. thank you to the staff at Fuller 

Craft , and to all who loved and sustained Brother thomas so this exhibition might be realized.

—  B h P  —

autumn 2017
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B i o G r a P h Y
Brother thomas

Brother thomas Bezanson was born in halifax , nova scotia in 1929. he graduated in 1950 from 

the nova scotia College of art and Design and in 1968 received a Master of art Degree in 

Philosophy from the university of ottawa. he began working as a potter in 1953 and later entered 

the Benedictine Monastery in Weston, Vermont. in 1976, he was a visiting lecturer at alfred 

university school of Ceramics and was awarded a national endowment for the arts grant in 

1983. he lived and worked in the monastery for twenty-five years but , feeling the need for greater 

artistic freedom, left in 1985 to become artist-in-residence in the community of Benedictine 

sisters in erie, Pennsylvania. Brother thomas’s elegant forms are completed by a vivid array of 

glazes, which he created from natural materials. he has had numerous exhibitions in galleries 

and museums and his works are included in over 80 international collections including the 

Metropolitan Museum of art in new York , the art institute of Chicago, the Museum of Fine 

arts, Boston, and the Victoria and albert Museum in london. Brother thomas died in erie, 

Pennsylvania in 2007.

— Chalice and Plate —
Celadon Glaze

Chalice: 5.75 x 5.25 x 5.25"     Plate: 1.25 x 8.75 x 8.75"
th1193B
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t h e  B r ot h e r  t h o M a s  F u n D

the Brother thomas Fund was established at the Boston Foundation in 2007 to honor the 

legacy of Brother thomas, who wanted the sale of his work to support struggling artists. the 

goal of the biennial Brother thomas Fellowship program is to support and celebrate a diverse 

group of Greater Boston artists working at a high level of excellence in a range of disciplines and 

to enhance their ability to thrive and create new work . each Brother thomas Fellow receives 

an unrestricted award of $15,000. Fellowships, given without stipulation as to how the funds are 

spent , match the needs of artists as well as the wishes of thomas, who wanted to help other 

artists as his friends had helped him. Brother thomas Fellows are selected in alternate years 

based on an inclusive process of nomination and panel review by a diverse group of nominators 

from Boston’s arts leaders. the fellowships are awarded to individuals who have made a firm 

commitment to their art and are working at a high level of achievement. the Fellowship program 

acknowledges that even established artists often struggle for the resources needed to advance 

their art . over time, as former Brother thomas Fellows welcome the new award winners, the 

awards create a community of artists of recognized excellence.

— Oval vase — 
Celadon glaze with angels

7 x 9.75 x 8.5"
th1687B
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Cover:
—  Dragon’s Egg Vase  —

textured iron Glaze
16.5 x 13.25 x 13.25"

th911B

—  Millennial Egg Vase  —
Molybdic orange Glaze

15.25 x 10.5 x 10.5"
th1262 
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               Let the art touch you


